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Deinstitutionalisation rhetoric

Policy theory



What we knew from deinstitutionalization in the USA: 
Risk of underserving people with serious mental illness



“Here I sit – mad as a hatter – with nothing to
do but either become madder and madder – or 
else recover enough of my sanity to be allowed
to the life which drove me mad.” 

What we knew from deinstitutionalisation in the USA: 
A risk of community living without inclusion



Long stay
population
(>2 year)

Severely
mentally ill
(1,7%)

Dutch
Population

1970 18.000 220.000 13,0 mln

1990 12.000 255.000 14,9 mln

2018 6.000 300.000 17,3 mln

Severely mentally ill: majority lives in the
community (as allways)
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Deinstitutionalisation rhetoric

Policy theory

Reality



1980
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Psychiatric hospital beds in Europe
per 100.000 inhabitants
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Dutch Inpatient Care innovation



2009

Source: Eurostat 9
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Historically:

• The Netherlands is among the top 3 countries in Europe with the 
highest number of mental health care beds per inhabitant.

In 2012:

• Launching of a national deinstititutionalization plan. 

One of the goals of the national plan:

• Downsize on the number of beds and expand on community care.

Target:

• By 2020 the number of beds will be reduced by 1/3 
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Dutch agreement in 2012
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Dutch Inpatient Care innovation



2017

Source: Eurostat 12
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EU28 = 69 (-10% since 2009)
Finland (1) = -63%
Netherlands (4) = -34%
Germany (28) = +18%



• Psychiatric beds + residential care = 

50-60% of total mental health 
expenditures

• In 2012, 2015 and 2018

• Less but more expensive beds
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But until now: no shift of 
recources to community care
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And still …

2012 2014 2016 2018

Biyearly raise in 
requests for
involuntary
hospitalization

+7% +9% +11% +10%

and



National panel between 2014 and 2019:

• Lonelineless remains high

• Unemployment remains high

• Many unmet needs: top 4 = social, daily

activities, meaning of life, mental health
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And no changes in quality of life
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Why?
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Building community-based care 2000 - 2014



• Adaption of Assertive Community Treatment

• Multidisciplinary teams

• First teams in 2005 in the Netherlands →

300/400 teams each serving 100 – 250 clients

• Serving approx. 25% of severely mentally ill

• Also specialized teams: forensic, youth, early
psychosis, intellectual disabilities

• Handbook, standard, certifying body

• Spread across Europe: Scandinavia, UK, Eastern
Europe
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Rapid spread of FACT



• Clinical + social + 

personal recovery

• Out of disadvantaged

position

• Integrated local

infrastructure /

regional networks
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2014: Still many wishes for people with
severe mental illness
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Challenge: overcoming changes in the Dutch MH 
system

2006
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2015: split between “treatment” and “care” 



• From hospital to community (→ more 

intensive outreach)

• A shift from specialised mental health care 
to primary health care (→ “less is better”)

• Decentralization to municipalities (→ who

pays for integrated care?)

Monitoring deinstitutionalization: What care 
patterns are desirable?
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Lack of harmony in triple policy



Source: Trimbos Deinstitutionalisation Monitor 23

Intensive outpatient MH-care (>= 1 

hour / week): are we setting the right 
priorities? 

2012 – 2017 

(change %)

Schizophrenia, psychotic disorders 1

Bipolar disorder 30

Depression 21

Anxiety 57

Personality disorder 30

Alcohol 32

Other substances 20

Autism, pervasive developmental disorder 73

All disorders (including not mentioned above) 32



What we knew from deinstitutionalization in the USA: 
Risk of underserving people with serious mental illness
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2014: Murder of a former minister 



• No national steering, abundancy of local steering

• Mental health care system at risk (absentieeism, 
rotation, shortage of staff, financial problems) →

innovation?

• Huge action/research plan for local actions to
solve the “confused people problem” (and risk of 
stigmatization)

• Challenges in housing

• Mindshift: Learning to do outreach without the 
backdoor of (involuntary) hospitalization

• Search for local service solutions
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Current situation



• Relative international consensus 
about what to loose: closure, 
downsizing of hospitals

• Widely different solutions for what to
build up: community-based services
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Deinstitutionalization
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Search for a balance between: 

All-in one specialised team (like (F)ACT): 

• Clear model, good evidence base

• Fragmentation on a community level (many specialised
teams)

• Community participation low, risk of stigma

All-in-one community (care and welfare) team:

• Small catchment areas → less specialisation, close 
community connections

• Risk of focusing on “those who ask” instead of “those who
need”

• No “mature” evidence-based models, local contextualized
solutions
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Cochrane: little answers

100 reviews related to “schizophrenia” between
2014 and 2019

Of which (amongst others)

• Pharmacological treatment (and overcoming
side effects): 60

• Physical health: 6

• Psychotherapy: 6

• Other psychosocial: 9

• Communication: 3

• Organization of community care: 2
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Cochrane: little answers

25% with (conditional) recommendations: 

• Dodo bird verdicts for pharmacotherapy and
psychotherapy

• Electroconvulsive Therapy

• Intensive case management

• Supported employment

• Music therapy

• Acupuncture, chinese herbs, vitamins

No(t enough) support for:

• CBT, trauma treatment, peer support, 
implementation of treatment guidelines, etc. etc.
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Organizational experiments

• Inspiration from Trieste and Lille: value based

• Smaller catchment areas for better community 
connections

• Integration of FACT teams for severely mentally
ill with specialist programs for anxiety, 
depression, etc.

• Combining FACT with supported housing
(+welfare)

• On a personal level: Resource groups
(informal/formal collaboration), peer supported
open dialogue
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Conclusion / discussion

• Deinstitutionalization without shifting the 
budgets to community care

• No changes in quality of life, more involuntary
hospitalizations, underserving of people with
severe mental illness

• More value based reflection and action needed

• Empowerment of users and community teams

• System changes: does it take more time or do 
we have to change (again)? Population based
(lumpsum) financing?

• Not 1 optimal organization: each solution has its
risks that need to be taken into account


